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A B S T R A C T

Breast cancer is one of the most common malignancies of all cancers in women worldwide. Many difficulties reside in the prediction of tumor metastatic progression because of the lack of sufficiently reliable predictive biological markers, and this is a permanent preoccupation for clinicians. Manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) may represent a rational candidate as a predictive biomarker of breast tumor metastatic progression, because its gene expression is profoundly altered between early and advanced breast cancer, in contrast to expression in the normal mammary gland. In this review, we report the characterization of some gene polymorphisms and molecular mechanisms of SOD2 gene regulation, which allows a better understanding of how MnSOD is decreased in early breast cancer and increased in advanced breast cancer. Several studies display the biological significance of MnSOD level in proliferation as well as in invasive and angiogenic abilities of breast tumor cells by controlling superoxide anion radical (O₂⁻) and hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂). Particularly, they report how these reactive oxygen species may activate some signaling pathways involved in breast tumor growth. Emerging understanding of these findings provides an interesting framework for guiding translational research and suggests a way to define precisely the clinical interest of MnSOD as a prognostic and/or predicting marker in breast cancer, by associating with some regulators involved in SOD2 gene regulation and other well-known biomarkers, in addition to the typical clinical parameters.
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Introduction

Today breast cancer represents the most frequent of all cancer pathologies in the world, with more than 1 million newly diagnosed cases and about 373,000 cancer-related deaths in women each year, despite all the significant progress in its diagnosis and treatment. Molecular mechanisms leading to growth and metastasis progression of breast tumors have not been clearly identified. In addition, a number of risk factors such as reproductive and hormonal factors, alcohol consumption, tobacco smoke, dietary factors, and chronic inflammation have been identified for breast cancer, but the mechanisms by which they increase the risk of the disease are not always clear [1]. It has been proposed that the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) leading to oxidative stress is the linking factor between these carcinogens. Whereas high levels of ROS participate in the genetic instability leading to the multistep process of carcinogenesis, they also contribute to breast cancer progression, by activating various signaling pathways and redox-sensitive transcription factors in tumor cells, which regulate angiogenesis, proliferation, and metastasis [2].

ROS, such as superoxide anion radical (O$_2^-$), hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), or hydroxyl radical (OH$^-$), are formed as a by-product of several cellular processes, particularly the electron transport chain in mitochondria, as well as environmental exposure [3]. The levels of O$_2^-$ and H$_2$O$_2$ are also determined by the balance between ROS-generating and antioxidant systems in cancer cells [4]. In this review, the origin and role of O$_2^-$ and H$_2$O$_2$ will be limited to the breast tumor growth and not to the early mutagenic events leading to cell transformation.

In the case of breast cancer, O$_2^-$ and H$_2$O$_2$ may be generated particularly from estrogen metabolism through catechol estrogen redox cycling [5]. In addition, changes in the expression of antioxidant enzymes, leading to an imbalance between them, have often been observed in breast cancer cells, compared to noncancerous cells [6]. Among them, the manganese-dependent superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) is well known to have an altered expression in breast cancer, as in many other cancers [7–13]. This mitochondrial enzyme possesses a typical mitochondrial leader sequence in the N-terminal region allowing the apoprotein to be translocated rapidly into the matrix of the organelle and to convert mitochondrial-generated O$_2^-$ from the respiratory chain to H$_2$O$_2$ [14,15]. In contrast to cytosolic and extracellular Cu/ZnSOD expressed also in human cells, MnSOD is considered one of the most important antioxidant enzymes, because MnSOD-knockout mice have severe metabolic acidosis and degeneration of neurons and cardiac myocytes and die prenatally from dilated cardiomyopathy [16]. This antioxidant enzyme is cytoprotective and plays an antiapoptotic role against oxidative stress, ionizing radiation, and inflammatory cytokines [17,18].

Transformation of breast epithelial cells is a multistep process in which ROS are involved and may be exacerbated by a low intracellular MnSOD activity, which depends on SOD2 genetic polymorphisms. Among other SOD isoforms, these identified genetic polymorphisms may be associated with a predisposition to a greater risk of breast cancer [19].

In contrast to normal cells, MnSOD expression is often altered at the transcriptional level in breast tumors and cancer cell lines. This alteration in MnSOD expression is often associated with that of H$_2$O$_2$-detoxifying enzymes in breast tumor cells, leading to an imbalance in the redox state by an increase in the level of O$_2^-$ or H$_2$O$_2$ and its consequences on tumor growth [6]. Also, this review intends to provide a comprehensive picture of MnSOD and the regulation of its gene for a better understanding of how this antioxidant enzyme plays a role in breast tumor growth and may have a clinical interest.

Structure and transcriptional regulation of the SOD2 gene

MnSOD expression, which is encoded by the nuclear SOD2 gene located on chromosome 8q25, is inducible by many transcription factors able to bind the proximal promoter and highly regulated in normal cells [20,21]. The SOD2 gene consists of five exons interrupted by four introns and characterized by a 5′-proximal promoter lacking a TATA or CAAT box but containing a GC-rich region [22]. Regulatory regions of the SOD2 gene are divided into numerous upstream regulatory elements, the GC-rich region (core promoter), and an enhancer in the second intron (Fig. 1). Multiple transcription factor binding sites have been localized and characterized in these regulatory regions. Nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB), CAAT/enhancer binding protein, and nuclear factor 1 transcription factors are involved in the upregulation of the SOD2 gene in response to numerous stimuli.

Fig. 1. Cis-regulatory regions governing SOD2 gene expression. The 5′ flanking region, consisting of upstream elements and a GC-rich region, binds various transcription factors. An enhancer element binding transcription factors involved in the upregulation of the SOD2 gene in response to numerous stimuli has been identified in the second intron. Negative and positive numbers indicate the locations of these cis-regulatory regions relative to the transcription start site, which is designated +1.
such as cytokines, by binding their enhancer element localized in the second intron [23–25]. The possibility of the CCGTC binding factor binding to this intronic enhancer has been recently suggested, but without demonstration of its direct involvement in the regulation of SOD2 gene [26]. Two functional binding sites, one for activator protein 1 (AP-1), a heterodimer consisting of c-Fos and c-Jun proteins, and another for the cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) associated with the CREB-related activating transcription factor 1, have been identified in the SOD2 gene promoter and play positive roles in inducing MnSOD transcription under stimulating conditions such as growth factors or phorbol esters [27]. This explains how the SOD2 gene is induced by the protein kinase C or p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)-dependent signaling pathway [28,29]. In addition, FoxO transcription factors belonging to the forkhead family of transcriptional regulators may regulate MnSOD transcription through a specific and well-characterized FoxO binding element found in the SOD2 gene promoter [30]. Finally, the proximal SOD2 gene promoter exhibits also the presence of a GC-rich region containing multiple binding sites for various transcription factors, such as specific-1 (Sp1), activator protein 2 (AP-2), and early growth response 1 (Egr-1) [31,32]. It has been demonstrated that Sp1, a zinc-finger transcription factor, is essential for basal transcription of the SOD2 gene in several cell lines. On the other hand, AP-2 is involved in the decrease in basal transcription of the SOD2 gene, as well as in normal and some cancer cell lines, by interfering with Sp1 binding to the proximal promoter [32,33]. In addition, Egr-1 has been demonstrated to activate MnSOD transcription by binding to its specific site in the proximal promoter, in response to platelet-derived growth factor [34].

Coactivators may be associated with transcription factors to enhance the transcription of the SOD2 gene. Recently, nucloephosphomin (NPM), an RNA-binding protein, has been identified as a coactivator of SOD2 gene transcription by integrating Sp1 and NF-kB responses. NPM binds to an 11-G single-strand loop structure in the unique GC-rich region of the proximal SOD2 promoter and forms a complex with Sp1 and NF-kB, mediating the interaction of promoter and enhancer to stimulate transcription [35,36].

It may be noted that a sequence analysis of the 5′ flanking region of the SOD2 gene has predicted some other binding sites, particularly for p53 and nuclear factor-E2-related transcription factor, but their direct involvement in the regulation of this gene has not been clearly identified [37,38].

Previous studies have contributed to showing that the epigenetic process, such as methylation of CpG islands and posttranslational modifications of histones, may explain the low MnSOD expression in proliferative cells. The SOD2 gene can be transcriptionally repressed by aberrant hypermethylation at a cytosome localized in the enhancer element of intron 2 and the upstream element between −580 and −1350, but not in the GC-rich region, containing a high density of CpG islands [39]. Transcriptional regulation of the SOD2 gene may be mediated by the level of acetylated and methylated histones. Briefly, hyperacetylation of histones is associated with low SOD2 gene expression, because of a condensed chromatin structure, which decreases the accessibility of transcription factors to their respective binding sites. On the other hand, hyperacetylation of histones is directly correlated with MnSOD expression after induction of the SOD2 gene [40].

Relation between SOD2 genetic polymorphism and breast cancer risk

Even if O$_2^-$ is not an especially reactive agent itself, it serves for the generation of other ROS such as H$_2$O$_2$ and peroxynitrite. Cells need antioxidant enzymes to remove O$_2^-$ and H$_2$O$_2$ to avoid deleterious effects that can promote cell transformation. Also, low MnSOD activity, depending on SOD2 genetic polymorphisms, may contribute to the breast carcinogenesis process. From a large number of studies in diverse populations, a relation between low MnSOD activity and risk of breast cancer development has been observed.

Two main SOD2 genetic polymorphisms have been identified. The first is the Ile-to-Thr amino acid change at codon 58, promoting lower MnSOD activity due to destabilization of the tetrameric structure of the antioxidant enzyme. This change in the amino acid sequence does not prevent each monomer of MnSOD from being translocated into the mitochondrial matrix. However, its frequency seems to be too low to have any detectable effect on breast cancer risk [1]. Other polymorphisms have been identified in the SOD2 gene promoter [41]. The most commonly studied polymorphism of the SOD2 gene is a single nucleotide substitution of C to T at the second nucleotide of codon 16 of the SOD2 gene, encoding an amino acid substitution from alanine (GCT) to valine (GTT) at position 9 of the mitochondrial targeting sequence of the mature protein. This alteration, designated as the MnSOD Ala$^{58}$Val polymorphism, has been found to affect the transport of MnSOD into the mitochondria, thus altering its enzymatic activity. Whereas the Ala form of MnSOD is targeted into the mitochondria, the Val form is partially arrested in the inner mitochondrial membrane. Related to this, the human MnSOD Val variant has been found to generate 30–40% less active MnSOD protein compared to the Ala variant in mitochondria [42,43]. The SOD2 Val/Val genotype, having a low MnSOD activity as a consequence, could be considered deleterious for mammary epithelial cells exposed to environmental carcinogens such as alcohol, tobacco smoke, or estrogens generating O$_2^*$ during their metabolism [19].

The Ala$^{58}$Val polymorphism has been most widely studied in relation to breast cancer risk. In summary, breast cancer risk is slightly increased in women carrying the SOD2 Ala/Ala genotype compared to those carrying the Val/Val genotype, especially in premenopausal women. However, an apparent breast cancer risk was increased in younger women with the SOD2 Val allele compared to those with the SOD2 Ala/Ala genotype [44]. This risk is further increased in premenopausal women with low intake of fruit, vegetables, and various dietary supplements (antioxidant vitamins and selenium). Some other epidemiologic studies have revealed a relation between this Ala/Ala genotype and smoking, alcohol consumption, oral contraceptives, and hormone replacement therapy (for postmenopausal women) in diverse populations [45,46].

Recently, an epidemiological study on a large population of patients focused on examining associations between combined gene polymorphisms in antioxidant enzymes and breast cancer risk. An increase in the risk of breast cancer has been observed particularly in patients who carry both the SOD2 Ala/Ala genotype and the glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX-1) Pro$^{198}$Leu genotype (genetic polymorphism at codon 198, resulting in either proline or leucine), whereas neither allele alone shows any change in breast cancer risk [47]. Whereas MnSOD dismutates O$_2^-$ to H$_2$O$_2$, GPX-1 is involved in detoxifying H$_2$O$_2$ to H$_2$O depending on glutathione (GSH) and the GSH redox cycle by glutathione reductase [48]. The selenium-dependent activity of the GPX-1 $^{198}$ Pro to Thr$^{198}$ Leu mutant enzyme is lower than for the GPX-1 $^{198}$ Pro$^{198}$ wild-type enzyme [49,50]. No significant association was observed between common variants in genes encoding other antioxidant enzymes (catalase, Cu/ZnSOD, GPX-4, and thioredoxin system) and SOD2 genetic polymorphism in susceptibility to breast cancer [51].

Another interaction between SOD2 and genes encoding enzymes involved in the metabolism of catecholamines and catecholestrogens and producing O$_2^*$, such as catecho-O-methyltransferase (COMT-L) and cytochrome P450S1B1 (CYP1B1), has been studied with some risk factors. The risk of developing breast cancer was increased in patients
with a body mass index (BMI) >24 kg/m² or high alcohol consumption and carrying the SOD2 Ala allele combined with COMT-L and CYP1B1 genotypes [52,53]. These results may be related to the significant association found between the SOD2 Ala allele and postmenopausal use of estrogens in the increase in breast cancer risk [54].

In the literature, some studies have identified conflicting roles for this SOD2 genetic polymorphism and breast cancer risk. Among them, some clinical studies reported no association in American women between Ala⁹⁶–Val polymorphism and breast cancer risk, when other risk factors were taken into account, such as high BMI, smoking, alcohol, and menopausal status [55,56]. In addition, recently no evidence for association of the SOD2 genetic polymorphism with postmenopausal breast cancer risk was found in a large German population [57].

Most studies were limited to an association between the polymorphism and cancer initiation without analyzing the relation with cancer progression. One study compared two female breast cancer groups according to positive and negative lymph nodes with the SOD2 genetic Ala⁹⁶–Val polymorphism. The results described an association between the SOD2 Val/Val genotype and the breast cancer group with positive lymph nodes, suggesting a relationship between low MnSOD activity and invasive breast cancer [58]. Even if the SOD2 Val/Val genotype was not combined with gene polymorphisms of other antioxidant enzymes, the authors of this study explained their results as a decrease in the ability to detoxify O₂⁻ and H₂O₂, which is known to be involved in carcinogenesis as well as tumor progression [2]. These results are opposite to those we observed in breast cancer cell lines [6] and a polymorphism identified in the SOD2 gene promoter, corresponding to a single-nucleotide substitution of C to T at position −102 from the start site of transcription [41]. This polymorphism, which leads to a 50% reduction in transcriptional activity of the SOD2 gene by changing the binding pattern of the AP-2 transcription factor, has been associated with a progression-free and relapse-free survival of patients because of a less important progression of breast cancer toward metastasis and also effective chemotherapy and radiation therapy [59].

Relation between MnSOD expression and breast tumor growth

Altered MnSOD levels have been found in many cancer cells from the early stage of carcinogenesis. Increased or decreased levels of MnSOD have been reported in tumor cells, compared to their normal counterparts, which depends on cancer type and tumor grade [7–13]. Concerning breast cancer, MnSOD is differentially expressed in tumor cell lines as well as in tumor samples from patients. We observed that this distinct MnSOD expression is dependent on estrogen receptor (ER) status and the invasive abilities of breast tumor cells. The estrogen-sensitive and nonmetastatic breast tumor MCF-7 and T47D cell lines exhibit a low basal expression of MnSOD, in contrast to nontransformed and normal breast epithelial cells such as MCF-10A and HMEC [6,60]. On the other hand, the estrogen-independent and metastatic breast cancer MDA-MB231 and SKBR3 cell lines exhibit a high basal MnSOD expression correlating with their invasive and metastatic properties, in contrast to normal epithelial and nonmetastatic cells.

Only two main studies have investigated MnSOD expression level in clinical breast tumor samples. One of them established a significant direct correlation of MnSOD expression and histological grading after immunohistochemistry in a cohort of 101 patients with primary invasive breast carcinoma. These results showed that significantly higher MnSOD levels were found in poorly differentiated compared to well-differentiated breast tumors. However, no relation was established between MnSOD and the presence of metastatic lymph nodes [61]. Associated with these results, an inverse correlation between immunohistochemical expression of MnSOD and Ki67 was observed in breast carcinomas, but not with proliferating cell nuclear antigen or MIB-1 [62]. Taking into account these in vitro as well as in vivo results, we can conclude that high basal MnSOD expression is associated with invasive and metastatic properties of breast tumors, as already observed for brain tumors [9], gastric cancers, and colorectal cancers [12,63]. On the other hand, low basal MnSOD expression is accompanied rather by a high proliferative rate of breast tumor cells, as already observed for mesothelioma and prostate cancer cells [64,65].

Mechanisms explaining differential MnSOD expression in breast cancer cells

Transcriptional downregulation of the SOD2 gene

Breast cancer cells display altered basal transcription of the SOD2 gene, which may be either upregulated or repressed in tumor cells, depending on the malignant phenotype. It has been described that the downregulated expression of the SOD2 gene in cancer cells may be due, in part, to defects in transcriptional regulation of the gene, because of mutations in the proximal promoter [41], epigenetic processes [26], or high expression of repressive transcription factors [33]. Some molecular mechanisms responsible for the transcriptional regulation of the SOD2 gene have been well defined in breast tumor cells, regarding mainly the proximal promoter, which is responsible for basal transcription of the SOD2 gene in many cancer cell lines. Two molecular mechanisms have been identified as involved in low basal MnSOD expression in nonmetastatic breast cancer cells. This downregulated expression of the SOD2 gene may be attributable to either epigenetic mechanisms or an overexpression of repressors, leading to a defect in transcriptional regulation. In breast cancer, mutations in the proximal promoter or deletions of part of the regulatory region of the SOD2 gene responsible for altered MnSOD expression have been excluded. Some mutations have been identified, particularly in the GC-rich region of the proximal promoter, in several cancer cell lines, except in breast tumor cell lines (MCF-7, T47D, MDA-MB231, and MDA-MB435). These mutations cause a repression of the SOD2 gene by changing the pattern of transcription factor binding, as for AP-2, which has additional binding sites [41]. Treatment of low-MnSOD-expressing breast cancer cell lines (MDA-MB435 and UACC 893) with the inhibitor of DNA methyltransferases, 5-azadeoxycytidine, restored SOD2 gene expression to the level of that observed in the immortalized breast epithelial MCF-10A cell line. Analysis after bisulfit e modification of genomic DNA revealed that the SOD2 gene promoter was aberrantly hypermethylated at cytosines localized between −1361 and −1194 in the breast cancer cells, in contrast to MCF-10A cells. Interestingly, methylation of cytosine – 1336 prevented CREB from binding to its recognition site previously identified [27] and attenuated not only the basal MnSOD expression but also the response of breast tumor cells to phorbol esters [66]. This hypermethylation of the SOD2 gene promoter to low basal MnSOD expression has been associated with hypoacetylated histones H3 and H4 at lysines 9 and 8 (H3K9 and H4K8), respectively, consistent with the treatment of low-MnSOD-expressing breast cancer cell lines with histone deacetylase inhibitors, such as trichostatin A or sodium butyrate, which reactivated SOD2 gene expression. In addition, the condensed chromatin structure was strengthened in low-MnSOD-expressing breast cancer cell lines by lower levels of methylated H3K4 [67].

The epigenetic process, particularly the hypermethylation of the SOD2 gene promoter, is not the one mechanism explaining the defect in transcriptional regulation of the SOD2 gene in breast cancer cells. We observed no changes in MnSOD mRNA levels in the MCF-7 and T47D cell lines treated with inhibitors of DNA methyltransferases [68]. In these breast tumor cell lines, we have demonstrated that the defect
in transcriptional regulation of the SOD2 gene may be due to the occupancy of the proximal SOD2 promoter by the well-known transcription factor AP-2α, and the newly identified damaged DNA binding 2 (DDB2) protein. Both these proteins are overexpressed in low-MnSOD-expressing and noninvasive breast cancer cells [69,70]. AP-2α has been described as a repressor of the SOD2 gene [33]. DDB2 was characterized originally as a component of the damage-specific DNA-binding heterodimeric complex DDB, which plays a role in nucleotide excision repair of UV-induced DNA lesions [71,72]. Mutations in the DDB2 gene are associated with the autosomal recessive disease xeroderma pigmentosum group E corresponding to a defect in the repair of UV-induced DNA lesions [73]. Our research group has demonstrated for the first time that DDB2 may also influence transcription of genes by its binding to a specific DNA sequence in the proximal promoter of target genes [68,74], in addition to its role in chromatin remodeling during the nucleotide excision repair process [75]. In the case of the SOD2 gene, DDB2 acts negatively on basal MnSOD expression in breast cancer cells by binding to a specific and well-characterized DNA sequence localized in the GC-rich region (at −220 bp from the transcription start site), which promotes, downstream, the recruitment of the repressor AP-2α at its respective binding sites, but not Sp1. In addition, this mechanism is associated with hypoacetylation of histones at the proximal promoter, exon 1, and the intronic enhancer element of the SOD2 gene, which is consistent with low MnSOD expression [68]. This molecular mechanism of SOD2 gene regulation is depicted in Fig. 2A.

Transcriptional upregulation of SOD2 gene

Mechanisms underlying upregulation of the SOD2 gene in cancer cells remain largely unknown, in contrast to downregulation. However, we identified recently one mechanism, by which metastatic breast cancer cells exhibit a high basal MnSOD expression, which involves essentially the transcription factors Sp1 and NF-κB (Fig. 2B).
demonstrated that Sp1 binds to the GC-rich region of the proximal promoter, the specific DNA sequence localized precisely just before the transcription start site of the SOD2 gene. At the same time, we observed the binding of NF-κB interacting with its respective binding site in the intronic enhancer element [76] and which could cooperate with Sp1 through the RNA-binding protein NPM as mentioned above [36]. The binding of both these transcription factors is associated with hyperacetylation of histones H3 and H4, favoring the transcription of the SOD2 gene [76].

Interestingly, the Sp1- and NF-κB-dependent upregulation of the SOD2 gene is strongly linked to the lack of DDB2 and AP-2α expression in high-MnSOD-expressing and metastatic breast tumor cells. It has been shown that the loss of AP-2α expression in these breast cancer cells is mediated by an epigenetic mechanism corresponding to a hypermethylation of CpG islands localized in the promoter as well as in exon 1 of the gene [69]. We confirmed that AP-2α expression was restored after treatment of MDA-MB231 cells with an inhibitor of DNA methyltransferase, promoting a decrease in MnSOD mRNA levels (Fig. 2C). Also, there is no competition between Sp1 and AP-2α at their respective binding site on the proximal SOD2 gene promoter in high-MnSOD-expressing breast tumor cells. Whereas Sp1 is expressed constitutively in all breast cancer cells, NF-κB is activated constitutively only in metastatic breast cancer cells, characterized often as a p50/p65 complex [76,77]. NF-κB may be activated constitutively by various molecular mechanisms in metastatic breast cancer cells: (i) aberrant expression of inhibitor κB (IκB) kinase and casein kinase II, controlling the stability of the cytoplasmic IκBα of NF-κB [78]; (ii) enhanced expression of NF-κB-inducing kinase activating IκB kinases, resulting in an epigenetic alteration of its gene [79]; and (iii) the growth factor-dependent signaling pathway via phosphoinositide 3-kinase/Akt and NF-κB-inducing kinase/IκB kinase [80]. However, we identified recently another original mechanism, showing that DDB2 is linked to constitutive NF-κB activity in low-MnSOD-expressing breast cancer cells by upregulating IκBα gene expression, through its binding to a specific DNA sequence located in the proximal promoter of this gene [74]. This mechanism is represented in Fig. 3.

Role of MnSOD in breast tumor cell proliferation

Effect of MnSOD on the cell cycle

In addition to the fact that cell cycle progression of proliferative normal cells is strictly regulated by a sequential activation of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), regulated by CDK inhibitors, MnSOD may be considered a novel regulator of the cell cycle. Its expression changes during cell cycle progression. In addition, MnSOD expression is lower in highly proliferative normal cells than in quiescent or differentiated cells. It has been observed recently in mouse embryonic fibroblasts that changes in cell cycle transition time are tightly associated with MnSOD and ROS (O2− and H2O2) levels. Transcription of the SOD2 gene is regulated differently according to the stage of the cell cycle, which could explain lower MnSOD expression during the S and G2/M phases in contrast to the G0/G1 phase [81]. This is in accordance with the increase in cellular O2− levels observed during the S and G2 phases in normal cells [82]. Changes in MnSOD and ROS levels during cell cycle progression are more difficult to observe in transformed cells and tumor cells, which are continuously in proliferation and whose duration of cell cycle is greatly shortened. Even if MnSOD expression is low in noninvasive...
breast tumor cells with a high proliferation rate, no important changes in its level are observed during cell cycle progression, because the G1 phase is greatly shortened. A prolongation of G1/S transition time has been observed, but not of G2/M transition time, in MnSOD-overexpressing mouse fibroblast cells, resulting in a decrease in cell growth in contrast to the wild-type fibroblasts [83]. In the same way, transfection of cDNA encoding MnSOD in the human estrogen-dependent and noninvasive breast cancer MCF-7 cell line greatly reduced cell growth [60].

The link between MnSOD and proliferation of breast tumor cells

The low expression of MnSOD in breast cancer cells intensifies the accumulation of $\text{O}_2^-$ promoted mainly by a defect in oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria and by overexpression of some subunits forming NADPH oxidase. The mitochondrial respiratory chain through oxidative phosphorylation is made up of five multiprotein complexes (I to IV and ATP synthase) embedded in the inner membrane. Only complexes I, II, and III generate $\text{O}_2^-$. Some alterations in nuclear genes encoding proteins of these complexes have been shown in breast cancer cells. Particularly, the A10398G polymorphism, which results in the substitution of threonine for alanine within the NADH dehydrogenase subunit of complex I in the respiratory chain, has been associated with increased risk of breast cancer [84,85]. This polymorphism may lead to impaired respiratory function and so to increased $\text{O}_2^-$ production. In addition, it has been observed in breast cancer cells and tumors that the defect in oxidative phosphorylation may be due to changes in gene expression associated with the complexes. Recently, a dramatically reduced level of complex I and III activities was measured in breast cancer cells and primary breast tumors resulting in an overexpression of a component of these complexes, the Rieske iron–sulfur protein [86,87].

The defect in mitochondrial function leads breast tumor cells to change toward aerobic glycolysis (Warburg effect) as an alternative source of ATP production, which is essential to maintaining the energy demand required for proliferation [88]. It has been suggested that this is particularly true during the early stages of breast tumorigenesis, when the normal integrity of mitochondria is not correctly maintained by a decrease in the MnSOD level [89]. In addition, an increment in the hypoxia zone in the breast tumor is often observed during exponential tumor growth, which increases mitochondrial $\text{O}_2^-$ production at the level of complex III, promoting activation of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF) [90,91]. Some target genes of HIFs encode enzymes involved in the Warburg effect [92,93]. In addition to mitochondria, NADPH oxidase 1 (Nox1) activity is also a major source of endogenous $\text{O}_2^-$ in cells. The Nox family of NADPH oxidases contains seven structurally related members that are homologous to Nox1, namely gp91, or Nox2. Until recently, Nox proteins were known as $\text{O}_2^-$-producing enzymes that were traditionally thought to be involved in host defense. However, recent studies have shown that Nox1, 2, 3, and 5 are overexpressed in breast cancer cells and primary carcinomas and play roles in tumor cell signaling through $\text{O}_2^-$ production see for review [94]. In addition, it has been demonstrated that mitochondria cross talk with Nox proteins via $\text{O}_2^-$ production, because inactivation of mitochondrial genes or inhibitors of oxidative phosphorylation leads to a downregulation of Nox protein expression [86,95,96]. In the case of ER-positive breast cancer cells, $\text{O}_2^-$ may be generated by the redox cycling of catechol estrogens from their exposure to physiological concentrations of estrogens [97]. The role of estrogen-induced $\text{O}_2^-$ has been extensively reviewed in the activation of signaling pathways that contribute to ER-positive breast tumor growth [5].

The superoxide anion radical overproduced in mitochondria, which is not dismutated sufficiently to $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ by the low MnSOD level, may diffuse across the mitochondrial membrane via the voltage-dependent anion channel pore, to be released into the cytosol [98]. Moreover, extracellular $\text{O}_2^-$ generated from Nox activity diffuses across the plasma membrane. Then, this ROS mediates the role of MnSOD in proliferation of breast cancer cells by affecting intracellular signaling pathways as well as the activity of some redox-sensitive transcription factors. The superoxide anion radical has been described to stimulate breast tumor cell proliferation by activating MAPK pathways such as extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase, which are responsible for the activation of the transcription factor AP-1, which plays a key role in cell cycle progression [99]. It has been shown that $\text{O}_2^-$ production induced by hypoxic conditions in breast tumors may reduce breast cancer stem cell quiescence and promote their proliferation by activating stress-activated signaling pathways such as p38 MAPK [100]. The fact that several breast cancer cell lines express low MnSOD levels and high levels of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$-detoxifying enzymes (excepted GPX-1) suggests that $\text{O}_2^-$ is mainly involved in cell proliferation [6]. All these data are depicted in Fig. 3.

MnSOD as a mediator of DDB2 protein in cell proliferation

We demonstrated recently that MnSOD could play a role as a mediator of the DDB2 protein in cell proliferation. DDB2, which controls negatively the expression of the SOD2 gene, has been described to play a role in the proliferation of nonmetastatic breast tumor cells expressing ERα. The DDB2 gene is constitutively overexpressed in these tumor cells, and the corresponding protein stimulates their proliferation by favoring G1/S transition entry and their progression through the S phase of the cell cycle. This is associated with an increase in the expression of S-phase markers of the cell cycle, such as cyclin E, proliferating cell nuclear antigen, and dihydrofolate reductase [70], but also a decrease in MnSOD levels. Indeed, the inhibition of cell proliferation observed after DDB2 knockdown in nonmetastatic breast tumor cells is restored when the increased MnSOD expression as a consequence is inhibited by specific antisense RNAs [68]. Also, we suggest that a better understanding of SOD2 gene regulation may explain the role of MnSOD in tumor cell proliferation.

Role of MnSOD in angiogenic activity of breast tumor cells

Tumoral angiogenesis is essential for the growth and spread of breast tumor cells. There are several different angiogenic growth factors associated with tumoral angiogenesis in breast cancer, but the major mediator is vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), a homodimeric heparin-binding glycoprotein whose gene is mainly targeted by HIF transcription factor [101,102]. This factor is activated by a reduced oxygen availability, which may be caused by a high rate of cell proliferation encountered in breast tumors [103]. VEGF production may be increased by synergy between ROS ($\text{O}_2^-$ and $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$) and tumor hypoxia, causing blood vessel growth within the breast carcinoma microenvironment, which promotes not only tumor growth but also the risk of blood-borne metastasis and lymphatic dissemination.

During tumor growth, increments of hypoxia for low-MnSOD-expressing breast tumor cells are accompanied by an increase in mitochondrial $\text{O}_2^-$ production at the level of complex III, responsible for stabilizing the HIF-1α protein [89,91]. Indeed, a moderate overexpression of MnSOD in noninvasive MCF-7 cells lowers $\text{O}_2^-$ levels, which promotes the suppression of hypoxic accumulation of HIF-1α protein at low levels of oxygen, resulting in a decrease in the secretion of VEGF [104].

Along with facilitating tumor growth, angiogenesis enables breast tumor cells to spread through the bloodstream to distant sites. Also high MnSOD activity in invasive and metastatic breast tumor cells induces angiogenesis by an increase in the level of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ without a concomitant increase in the expression of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$-detoxifying enzymes [6]. $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ has been shown to stimulate blood vessel growth through
two distinct pathways converging on HIF-1α. H2O2 may promote directly accumulation of HIF-1α, which is prevented when mitochondrial H2O2-detoxifying enzymes are overexpressed in breast cancer cells with high MnSOD activity [104]. In addition, H2O2 may oxidize and inactivate the tumor suppressor phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted from chromosome 10 (PTEN), through disulfide bond formation between cysteine residues located in the catalytic domain, which promotes the activation of the protein kinase B (PKB)/Akt pathway and in turn the increase of VEGF expression induced by NF-κB [105,106]. This transcription factor is activated after phosphorylation of the p65 subunit by PKB/Akt and is able to induce HIF-1α gene expression [107–109]. Another mechanism may explain how HIF-1α accumulation would be mediated by MnSOD in breast cancer cells. This mechanism is based on the sensitivity of the prolyl-hydroxylases (PHDs) to O2°- or H2O2. In their oxidized form, the PHD family proteins are unable to hydroxylate proline residues of HIF-1α, which in turn cannot bind to the von Hippel-Lindau factor to be ubiquitinated and then degraded by the 26S proteasome [110].

Taken together, these observations suggest that MnSOD, by modulating O2°- or H2O2 levels according to its expression in breast cancer cells, plays an important role in angiogenesis by regulating HIF-1α accumulation.

Role of MnSOD in metastatic properties of breast cancer cells

The link between MnSOD and invasive abilities of breast cancer cells

High MnSOD expression, dependent on constitutive NF-κB activity and the lack of DDB2 and AP-2α expression (Fig. 2B), is correlated with the invasive and the metastatic properties of breast cancer cells and is coupled to an imbalance in H2O2-detoxifying antioxidant enzyme expression (Fig. 4), thus promoting an accumulation of H2O2 in these aggressive cells [4,6]. Several studies report that the role of MnSOD in invasive properties of aggressive breast cancer cells is mediated by H2O2, because overexpression of catalase or addition of H2O2 scavengers reverses the effect of high MnSOD expression on the invasive phenotype [6,60]. In addition, administration of the polyphenol curcumin, which scavenges H2O2, to nude mice xenografted with human aggressive breast tumors reduces development of lung metastases [111,112]. High MnSOD expression is associated with a slower proliferation rate of invasive cancer cells, because the increased intracellular level of H2O2 alters the cellular redox environment, which influences progression through the cell cycle and may increase the mitochondrial potential through activation of mitochondrial KATP channels [113–115].

MnSOD and epithelial–mesenchymal transition of breast tumor cells

In addition to regulating growth rate, MnSOD, by producing H2O2, may control mechanisms that are associated with the formation of breast tumor metastases (Fig. 5). For that, the epithelial breast tumor cells must acquire their migratory and invasive properties by undergoing a key cellular process termed epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT). This process corresponds to, first, a decrease in cell/cell adhesion and cell adhesion to the basal lamina and, second, an increase in migratory and invasive potentials that favors breast cancer cells entering blood vessels [116].

The loss of adhesion of normal cells induces a type of apoptosis termed anoikis, which is essential for the prevention of dissemination of cells to inappropriate sites [117]. Also, resistance of
breast cancer cells to anoikis is an important step during the metastatic process. A recent study reports that upregulation of MnSOD contributes to anoikis resistance by increasing high H2O2 levels, and MnSOD-depleted invasive breast MDA-MB435 tumor cells exhibit increased anoikis when detached [118]. It is known that this H2O2 released from MnSOD activity may activate the c-Src oncprotein, as well as inactivating PTEN, and enhance expression of epithelial growth factor (EGF) and c-ErbB2 receptors, all leading to a sustained stimulation of prosurvival signals and anoikis resistance [119–121]. In addition, MnSOD-dependent H2O2 may be responsible for a redistribution of E-cadherin, a critical mediator in cell adhesion, and upregulation of some integrin members that promote dissemination of cancer cells [122].

MnSOD may also contribute to the genetic program of EMT by producing H2O2. This ROS is able to activate NF-κB, which plays a central role in the genetic program of EMT, by inducing directly or indirectly the expression of a family of zinc finger transcription factors, including Snail, Slug, Twist, and Zeb1 and Zeb2 [123–125]. These actors are typical of EMT because they repress epithelial gene expression, as the best-studied cases, E-cadherin and γ-catenin, promote the loss of epithelial cell adhesion and polarity [116]. Hydrogen peroxide-activated NF-κB also induces EMT by inducing genes encoding mesenchymal markers, particularly vimentin, N-cadherin, fibronectin, and matrix metalloprotease-9 (MMP-9), whose expression in breast cancer is correlated with advanced tumor grade [126–129]. The expression of typical EMT transcription factors can be also induced by H2O2-activated HIF-1α, which further angiogenesis and tumor cell dissemination [130].

Finally, it has also been shown that H2O2 may activate small G protein Rac dependent signaling pathways, which are involved in the reorganization of the cytoskeleton, an important feature of EMT explaining the change of epithelial to mesenchymal morphology in tumor cells [122].

**MnSOD and the extracellular matrix degradation surrounding invasive breast tumor cells**

Subsequently, invasion and metastasis are facilitated by the acquired ability of aggressive tumor cells with a mesenchymal phenotype to degrade their surrounding extracellular matrix to permit them to enter the bloodstream. It has been shown that MnSOD may contribute to this ability by activating MMPs and inhibiting antiproteases. This effect is mediated by H2O2, which activates pro-MMPs directly or induces their gene expression through activation of redox-sensitive transcription factors. It has been demonstrated for the first time in fibrosarcoma cells that MnSOD-dependent H2O2 production contributes to the activation of the ERK1/2 signaling pathway and subsequent activation of the redox-sensitive AP-1 transcription factor, leading to a transcriptional increase in interstitial collagenase MMP-1 expression [131,132]. This H2O2-dependent activation of MMP-1 promotes the loss of focal

---

**Fig. 5.** MnSOD and redox-sensitive signaling pathways in invasive breast cancer cells. When DDB2 is not expressed, NF-κB is constitutively activated in invasive breast cancer cells and induces MnSOD expression, whose activity generates an accumulation of H2O2. The invasive properties of tumor cells are acquired according to different steps, such as EMT, extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation, anoikis resistance, and cytoskeleton reorganization, which are influenced by H2O2. Production of H2O2 leads to upregulation of c-ErbB2 and EGF receptors (EGFR); activation of redox-sensitive signaling pathways, including Src kinase, the small G protein Rac, MMPs (MMP-2 and MMP-9), and NF-κB; or inactivation of the specific phosphatase PTEN; each modulating the different steps to permit breast cancer cells to acquire invasive abilities. NF-κB induces also the expression of transcription factors playing a central role in the EMT program.
adhesion and the development of lung metastases in immunodeficient mice xenografted with fibrosarcoma cells [133].

In the case of breast cancer, MMP-2 and -9 are gelatinases that play a major role in invasive and metastatic properties of cancer cells. High levels of MMP-2 and -9 correlate with poor prognosis in breast cancer patients and active MMP-2 and -9 are detected more frequently in malignant than in benign breast tumors [126]. MMP-2 and -9 expression is regulated by AP-1 and NF-kB, respectively, which can be activated by H2O2. In addition, H2O2 can activate MMP-2 and -9 directly, by reacting with thiol groups in the protease catalytic domain. Like all MMPs, they are secreted in a latent zymogen form in which the cleavage of the prodomain is ROS dependent [134,135]. When MnSOD is overexpressed in noninvasive breast cancer MCF-7 cells after transfection with the corresponding cDNA, cell proliferation is reduced, whereas cell invasiveness is enhanced by activation of MMP-2. This effect of MnSOD is abolished after overexpression of catalase or addition of H2O2 scavengers [136]. In the same way, MnSOD gene induction by progestin, occurring through the progesterone receptor, stimulates the migration and invasion of nonmetastatic breast cancer MCF-7 and T47D cells [137]. Inversely, we demonstrated that H2O2 from MnSOD activity is overproduced and plays a role in the invasive ability of estrogen-independent and metastatic breast cancer cells, by activating particularly MMP-9. Also, inhibition of MnSOD by specific antisense RNAs decreased migration and invasion of MDA-MB231 cells by promoting a decrease in H2O2 levels and in consequence a decrease in activation of secreted MMP-9 [6]. The same results were obtained by using a H2O2 scavenger such as curcumin, through inhibition of NF-kB activity [111,138].

It is known that the tumor microenvironment influences tumor progression and angiogenesis. Also, we can suppose that H2O2 produced in breast cancer cells is in part released into the tumor microenvironment and activates cancer-associated fibroblasts. These factors contribute to breast tumor progression by secreting MMPs, VEGF, and other soluble factors that promote cell motility, angiogenesis, and metastasis see for review 3, [139].

Conclusions and clinical perspectives

The role of MnSOD in cancer, including breast cancer, has been greatly studied and is associated with profound alterations in SOD2 gene expression by various molecular mechanisms. This review summarized main findings that bring a new understanding of breast tumor growth and how breast cancer cells progress toward an invasive phenotype according to MnSOD levels. Distinct SOD2 gene expression between normal mammary epithelium and early stages of breast tumors leads us to postulate that MnSOD represents a good candidate as a diagnosis marker in breast cancer, as already suggested in malignant pleural mesothelioma [140]. Distinct SOD2 gene expression between early and advanced stages in breast cancer lead us to postulate that MnSOD also represents a good candidate as a prognostic and/or a predicting marker for breast tumor progression toward the metastatic status. Whereas down-regulation of MnSOD may be considered an advantage for proliferation of nonmetastatic breast cancer cells, the upregulation of MnSOD may represent one of the mechanisms by which metastatic breast cancer cells increase their invasive capacity by boosting the intracellular concentration of H2O2 (Fig. 4). In this case, it may be suggested that upregulation of MnSOD is associated with a poor prognosis in advanced breast cancer because of an increased risk of metastasis and patient mortality. This potential clinical interest of MnSOD is relevant actually because of the lack of sufficiently reliable predictive and/or prognostic biological markers for breast tumor progression toward a metastatic phenotype. However, before we are able to consider the clinical significance of MnSOD as a predictive and/or prognosis biomarker, it will need evaluation of its expression level in primary tumors and lymph nodes as well as metastases from a large cohort of patients with breast cancer and a correlation of the data with clinical parameters such as relapse-free, as well as overall and distant metastasis-free, survival of patients. In addition, a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms explaining the distinct basal expression of the SOD2 gene between nonmetastatic and metastatic cancer cells, as well as the involvement of MnSOD in tumor growth, may contribute to predicting metastatic progression in breast cancers. Also, it will be interesting to evaluate the concomitant clinical interest of MnSOD and the factors influencing its expression as well as the proteins involved in metastatic processes such as EMT. Some of these proteins not only present an important clinical interest, but also constitute potential targets for future development of new anticancer therapies.
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